
    MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...        MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...        MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...    

This is my community. I will call and connect 
with these people and they’ll connect with me.        
Together we make up my home-to-stay team! 

1. ______________________________________________ 

2. ______________________________________________ 

3. ______________________________________________ 

4.   _______________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________ 

6.    ______________________________________________ 

7.    ______________________________________________ 

8. ______________________________________________ 
 

 

 

“If you’re not connected to “If you’re not connected to “If you’re not connected to “If you’re not connected to 
EIGHT people, go get them.”EIGHT people, go get them.”EIGHT people, go get them.”EIGHT people, go get them.”    

    

Your home-to-stay team can include friends,    
family members, your trusted handyperson, 
plumber, 211 Community Resource Centre,     
Volunteer Thunder Bay or the person that you 
have coffee with. Do some research and        
develop your team of eight. Ask others to do 
the same. Then connect with your team.Then connect with your team.Then connect with your team.Then connect with your team. 
 

Produced in conjunction with the Thunder Bay District Health Unit and Age   
Friendly GIANTS. Thanks to the Government of Canada’s New  Horizons for   
Seniors Program (NHSP). 
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MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...MY EIGHT...    


